The facial movement that accompanies speech production is a powerful component of human communication because of its influence on auditory speech perception. In particular, seeing the face of a talker can improve intelligibility of speech sounds in a noisy environment (Erber, 1969; MacLeod & Summerfield, 1987 , 1990 Middleweerd & Plomp, 1987; Sumby & Pollack, 1954) . Moreover, seeing the face of a talker can help speech understanding even when the auditory signal is clear (Arnold & Hill, 2001; Reisberg, McLean, & Goldfield, 1987) . A further indication of the power of visual speech influence on auditory perception occurs with the McGurk effect (see, e.g., McGurk & MacDonald, 1976) , where different auditory and visual signals combine to form a new percept that was not presented in either modality alone. A typical example is when an auditory syllable (e.g., /ba/) is presented in synchrony with a visual image of a talker articulating a different syllable (e.g., /ga/). Here, observers generally perceive a syllable (e.g., /da/) that has not been presented either visually or auditorily but that represents a combination of both sources of information.
The processes involved in the perception of facial movements during visual and audiovisual speech perception are notably resistant to a range of manipulations of the visible content of the talker's face. For example, removing color from talking facial images does not affect visual speech identification or visual influences on identifying the auditory components of congruent and incongruent audiovisual speech (Jordan, McCotter, & Thomas, 2000) . Audiovisual speech perception has also proven to be somewhat invulnerable to the effects of increasing observer-speaker distance (Jordan & Sergeant, 2000) and to decreases in the physical size of the talking face (Jordan & Sergeant, 1998) . Audiovisual speech perception also remains substantially unchanged across horizontal viewing angles (full face, three quarters, profile; Jordan, Sergeant, Martin, Thomas, & Thow, 1997; Jordan & Thomas, 2001 ) and across rotations in the picture plane (Jordan & Bevan, 1997) . Indeed, even when the amount of pictorial information available in a talking face is greatly reduced by using a point-light technique (in which only reflective dots affixed to a talker's face are visible), a significant visual influence on identification of heard speech syllables is observed (see, e.g., Rosenblum, Johnson, & Saldaña, 1996) .
Several investigators have examined which visual cues are required for accurate perception of a range of information carried by faces, including emotion, gender, identity, and visual speech. Under free viewing conditions, studies indicate substantial variation in the facial regions on which observers fixate (see, e.g., Althoff & Cohen, 1999; Borod, Vingiano, & Cytryn, 1988; Mertens, Siegmund, & Grusser, 1993) . In the context of visual speech processing, Vatikiotis-Bateson, Eigsti, Yano, and Munhall (1998) reported that the mouths of talkers engaging in extensive monologues were clear targets of observers' gaze. Furthermore, Lansing and McConkie (1999) examined the eye movements of observers in a silent speechreading task and found that the pattern of gaze depended on the information being extracted. Observers preferentially fixated lower facial regions (around the mouth) when identifying words and upper facial regions (around the eyes) when making decisions about intonation. However, measurements of observer fixations provide rather indirect measures of the location of useful information within a talking face. For example, visual speech can be successfully encoded when presented in peripheral vision, several degrees away from fixation (see, e.g., Jordan & Monteiro, 2004; Smeele, Massaro, Cohen, & Sittig, 1998) . Indeed, Paré, Richler, ten Hove, and Munhall (2002) showed that although natural gaze behavior during the presentation of audiovisual stimuli rarely involves fixations beyond the oral and ocular regions of the talker's face, these fixations do not predict the likelihood of obtaining the McGurk effect. Indeed, manipulation of observers' gaze did not influence audiovisual speech perception substantially until their gaze was directed at least 60°eccentrically. Thus, the indication from these findings is that fixation of the oral area is not necessary to process visual speech successfully.
However, a wealth of research indicates that movement of the talker's mouth does provide important cues for processing visual speech (see, e.g., Benoit, Guiard-Marigny, Le Goff, & Adjoudani, 1996; Cohen, Walker, & Massaro, 1996; Larr, 1959; Marassa & Lansing, 1995; McGrath, 1985; Montgomery & Jackson, 1983; Summerfield, 1979; Summerfield, MacLeod, McGrath, & Brooke, 1989; Summerfield & McGrath, 1984) . Summerfield (1979) presented displays where the talker's lips were coated with ultraviolet paint such that only the lips could be seen in each display. Despite their basic appearance, these lips-only displays produced a significant increase in auditory speech recognition compared with a condition where no visual information was presented. Summerfield et al. (1989) obtained similar results and found further benefits when the speaker's teeth were also highlighted. In a similar vein, Rosenblum et al. (1996) used point-light displays of a talking face, where only the movement of small points of light on the face was visible. Although these displays provided minimal pictorial information, the perception of movement provided by point lights on the lips produced a substantial improvement in auditory speech identification compared with an auditory-alone condition.
In addition, IJsseldijk (1992) found that visual speech recognition was only slightly (but significantly) poorer when displays showed only the oral area compared with full-face displays. The precise parameters of the oral area shown in that study were not reported, but in other studies, displays of the oral area usually comprised a window showing the talker's mouth, mandible, and larynx and excluding all other facial information (Berger, Garner, & Sudman, 1971; Greenberg & Bode, 1968; Stone, 1957) . Stone (1957) found no difference in speechreading performance between full-face and mouth/mandible/larynx displays, and Berger et al. (1971) and Greenberg and Bode (1968) found that full-face displays led to only slightly (and not always significantly) better speechreading performance relative to mouth/mandible/larynx displays. Indeed, Marassa and Lansing (1995) , using a video window embedded in a static face, also reported similar speechreading performance for mouth/mandible/larynx and full-face displays. Thus, the indications from these studies are that movement of the oral area alone provides all (or nearly all) of the visual speech available in a fully visible talking face.
However, facial movements in areas other than the oral area (e.g., eye region, cheek area) have also been found to provide useful information (see, e.g. Greenberg & Bode, 1968; Larr, 1959; Preminger, Lin, Payen, & Levitt, 1998; Scheinberg, 1980; Stone, 1957) . Scheinberg (1980) found that observers could use the cue of cheek puffiness to discriminate between consonants that look very similar at the mouth. In addition, Preminger et al. (1998) reported that the chin and sides of the cheek were important extraoral facial areas for speechreading. Indeed, the movement of extraoral areas of the face (e.g., jaw and cheeks) is highly correlated with the movement of oral articulators. Munhall and Vatikiotis-Bateson (1998; see also Vatikiotis-Bateson, Munhall, Hirayama, Lee, & Terzopoulos, 1996) showed that the shape and movement of the oral area produced during a range of articulations correlated at .95 or better with the movement produced by the same articulations in the outer regions of the face (the side of the jaw and cheeks).
However, the approaches adopted by previous attempts to determine the relative importance of oral and extraoral areas in visual and audiovisual speech perception raise a number of concerns. First, the area of the face used to investigate the role of the mouth in visual and audiovisual speech perception in previous studies was relatively large and highly variable, as well as often including not only the mouth but also substantial extraoral areas, such as the mandible (lower jaw) and larynx. For example, although it is true that the mandible interacts with articulators along the entire length of the vocal tract (from larynx to lips) during speech, it has been shown to be a major and variable component of visible speech behavior (Vatikiotis-Bateson & Ostry, 1999; Yehia, Rubin, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1998) . The visibility of the mandible may therefore substantially confound investigations of the visual speech encoded from the mouth alone.
Second, the window technique used by various researchers to create mouth-only stimuli (see, e.g., Berger et al., 1971; Greenberg & Bode, 1968; Marassa & Lansing, 1995; Stone, 1957 ) not only allows individual parts of the image to be seen but also introduces unnatural elements to the display. For example, Greenberg and Bode (1968) produced mouth-only displays by placing an opaque mask over the display to occlude most of the talker's face, thus surrounding the oral area with the high contrast edges of the window. However, it is well established that the perceptual interpretation of an image is ambiguous when it is surrounded by another region (see, e.g., Cavedon, 1980; Nelson & Palmer, 2001) . Of particular concern is that observers attempt to resolve the display as either a smaller object in front of a larger object or an object viewed through an aperture. In addition, as Marassa and Lansing (1995) pointed out, the window technique may also encourage observers to focus their gaze or attention on the occluding area rather than on the area of the face that remains visible. Each of these interpretations confounds the intentions of researchers to present talking facial images that, in every other respect, are natural but in which certain parts of the face do not contribute to perception of visual speech. Indeed, the perceptual interpretation of these windowed displays may be the result of a number of factors (e.g., depth, grouping, figural, gestalt) any of which present viewing conditions far removed from those normally present in fully visible facial images. Moreover, the edges of a window can affect perception of movement within the visible area of the target image. For example, Tyler and Torres (1972) showed that the threshold for seeing motion falls substantially when motion is perceived relative to a stationary background (see also Aubert, 1886; Bonnet, 1984; Johnson & Scobey, 1982) , and this effect may be exacerbated when high-contrast boundaries are present (see, e.g., Anstis, 2001; Smith & Derrington, 1996; Thompson, 1982;  see also Braje, Kersten, Tarr, & Troje, 1998) , as in the windowed displays used in previous studies of visual speech perception. 1 1 Preminger et al. (1998) used a variation of the window technique in which the gray levels of pixels corresponding to a particular feature were adjusted such that the feature was eliminated from the display. This technique is preferable to previous attempts to restrict visibility to parts of a talking face in that it enables more precise occlusion of facial features. It does, however, produce an occluded area with obvious edges typical of the window technique. As with previous studies, this variation may introduce high-contrast boundaries around the blocked-out area and may also encourage observers to focus their gaze or attention on the occluded area rather than the face.
Third, the techniques used by previous researchers to investigate the contributions made to visual and audiovisual speech perception by oral and extraoral facial areas produce displays that encourage unnatural viewing and attentional strategies. At a pragmatic level, windowed displays restrict the available facial information to the area left exposed. As we discussed earlier, when a face is fully visible, fixations on facial areas may vary considerably, but this natural variation is precluded when only partially visible faces are presented as experimental displays. At a more cognitive level, the salience of the unoccluded area (e.g., the oral area) is heightened because observers know the display will show only the unoccluded part of the face throughout the experimental trial. Thus, the influence of a facial area visible in occluded displays on visual and audiovisual speech perception may differ from the influence the same area would normally have in a fully visible facial image.
Fourth, when windowed displays are used, the perceptual influence of a normal facial context is neglected, especially the role of holistic (as opposed to purely featural) facial information. In a study of face recognition, Tanaka and Farah (1993) demonstrated that individual facial features are easier to identify when presented in the context of the corresponding face rather than in the context of a different face. Similarly, Sergent (1984) found that less time was taken to process multiple salient facial features than to process the most salient feature in isolation. Further evidence for holistic rather than featural processing of faces comes from findings that face recognition can be disrupted by inversion. Performance differences between upright and inverted faces, known as the face inversion effect (see Valentine, 1988 , for review), are generally explained by suggesting that inversion denies perceivers access to the holistic information on which face perception depends. Other stimuli, such as scrambled faces (Tanaka & Farah, 1993) , fail to show either the face inversion effect or the advantage for featurein-face recognition. Studies using talking faces suggest that visual and audiovisual speech recognition also involves a holistic component. For example, facial inversion effects in perception of visual and audiovisual speech have been reported (see, e.g., Jordan & Bevan 1997; Rosenblum, Yakel, & Green, 2000; Thomas & Jordan, 2002) , indicating that visual and audiovisual speech perception can be facilitated when presented in a normal, upright facial context. In addition, Rosenblum et al. (2000) demonstrated that inverting the mouth of a talker is most disruptive to visual and audiovisual speech perception when seen in the context of an upright face, but the same inverted mouth is not disruptive when seen in the context of an inverted face. This result further supports the notion that spatially appropriate facial information can aid the identification of visual and audiovisual speech.
In light of these concerns, a more appropriate approach to investigating the relative importance of oral and extraoral facial information in visual and audiovisual speech recognition is to use displays in which (a) the oral area is precisely defined as mouth only, (b) no visible occlusions or window edges are introduced into the image, (c) normal observer gaze and attention are not disrupted by occluding areas of the facial image, and (d) normal facial context is preserved. The experiments reported in this article addressed these concerns by using digitally modified displays that systematically vary the amount of dynamic (facial movement) and static (facial feature) information available to the observer. Using a newly developed technique that enables freezing of specified parts of the articulating face (Thomas & Jordan, 2002) , researchers can ensure a seamless elimination of movement in either the oral or extraoral facial areas while allowing normal visibility of the remaining facial areas. Of particular importance is that although these displays maintain the visibility of the entire face, only parts of the face move during an articulation. For example, the mouth can move while the rest of the face remains visible but static. Alternatively, the mouth can remain visible but static while the rest of the face (what we call the facial frame) moves. This new technique produces displays that obviate the presentation problems previously discussed. Specifically, the mouth region is precisely defined to within 2 mm of the lip border with no inclusion of the mandible or upper larynx areas presented in other studies, no edges around the moving area are visible at any stage in the display, there is no initial indication as to what part of the face will move, and finally, information about the natural spatial relations within the talking face (i.e., the relative positions of individual facial features) is preserved. The use of these displays enabled a more precise investigation of the role of movement from oral and extraoral facial areas in perception of visual and audiovisual speech than has previously been possible.
If the perceptual encoding of movement from the mouth enabled the extraction of all (or nearly all) useful visual speech information available in a fully visible talking face, as suggested by IJsseldijk (1992) and Marassa and Lansing (1995) , no differences should have been observed between performance with mouth-movement and whole-face-movement displays. However, because the oral area in the present study was defined strictly as mouth only (i.e., it did not include the mandible or larynx, which had been included in previous investigations), it remained to be seen whether these truly mouth-movement-only displays would produce the equivalent or near-equivalent effectiveness of mouth-only and wholeface displays posited in previous studies of visual and audiovisual speech perception.
In contrast, if as suggested by some previous studies (e.g., Greenberg & Bode, 1968; Larr, 1959; Preminger et al., 1998; Scheinberg, 1980; Stone, 1957) , movement in areas other than the oral area contributed to visual and audiovisual speech perception, visual speech should have been perceived more accurately and have had a greater effect on auditory speech recognition when movement was available from the whole talking face rather than the mouth only. Indeed, movement from areas other than the mouth should have benefited visual and audiovisual speech perception even when presented alone. The likelihood of these possibilities was again increased by the strict definition of our mouthonly displays in which extraoral areas comprised all but the mouth area.
Experiment 1
To investigate the contributions made by movement of the oral and extraoral areas of faces to visual and audiovisual speech perception, Experiment 1 presented a talking face in a normal, upright, facial context in four types of display. First, in mouthmovement displays, only the mouth moved, whereas all areas outside the mouth were static. Second, in frame-movement displays, this arrangement was reversed. Specifically, only areas outside the mouth (the facial frame) moved, whereas the mouth remained static. Third, in whole-face-movement displays, all movement in the talking face was displayed. Fourth, in nomovement displays, the entire face remained static throughout.
Method
Participants. Twenty undergraduates from the University of Nottingham (Nottingham, England) participated in the experiment. All were native speakers of British English, and all had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision and normal hearing.
Stimuli. The stimulus items comprised articulations of six consonantvowel-consonant words (bay, beer, gay, gear, map, and nap) . These words were chosen to represent different facial movements (e.g., substantial facial movements for the stimulus bay, finer movements for the stimulus gear) and different levels of oral detail perceived during articulation (e.g., map, no tongue visible; nap, tongue visible). Incongruent audiovisual displays were included because the influence that visual speech can exert on auditory speech recognition is frequently most emphatically observed in this condition. Specifically, this influence occurs even when the auditory signal is distinct and unambiguous and can provide a more sensitive measure of the influence of visual signals on auditory perception than measures of performance improvement with congruent visual speech (see, e.g., Jordan & Bevan, 1997; Thomas & Jordan, 2002) .
Stimulus sequences were created by videotaping onto digital videotape the face of a 23-year-old female talker who was a native speaker of English. The talker was chosen from a large database of talking faces and selected as being representative of the visual speech produced by the vast majority of these faces on the basis of measured comparisons of facial dimensions and movement (Thomas & Jordan, 2004) .
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The talker's face was fully illuminated and recorded against a light background with only the face and neck visible. Recordings were made of the talker saying each of six words a number of times in a British English accent. Recordings were also made of the face making no face movements (with mouth closed). From these recordings, one example of each of the six audiovisual words was selected, together with one example of the face with no facial movements (for the auditory-only condition), so that all examples were matched for duration, intensity and clarity.
Two filtered versions of each clip were generated by using superclone and motion-tracking functions (Commotion Pro, 2001 ). These functions enabled freezing of specified parts of the articulating face, ensuring a smooth elimination of either mouth movement or movement of the extraoral facial frame. Specifically, the time-varying movement of the oral area was tracked for all stimulus words. This tracking was based on an approximately elliptical area precisely 10 pixels (2 mm) from the lip border. For mouth-movement stimuli, all areas outside the time-varying ellipse were supercloned from the first frame of the clip. This produced stimuli in which only the mouth moved and all other areas of the face remained visible but static. In a similar way, for frame-movement stimuli, the area within the time-varying ellipse was supercloned from the first frame of the clip to produce stimuli in which only areas outside the mouth (the facial frame) moved and the mouth remained visible but static. This combination of motion tracking and supercloning ensured visually seamless manipulations in which no visible edges were present at the interface between the dynamic and static components of each clip.
Following these manipulations, the stimulus set comprised mouthmovement, frame-movement, whole-face-movement, and no-movement displays. For each type of display, clips were edited using postproduction video-editing software (EditDV, 1998; Adobe After Effects, 1992 -2001 to produce unimodal visual (with no sound) and congruent and incongruent audiovisual stimuli.
Each stimulus was shown full-size, centered on a high-resolution visual display screen. Auditory signals were presented via two Spendor SP100 monitor speakers at a level of 55 dB, in a background of continuous auditory white noise presented at a level of 70 dB via an adjacent speaker. Pretesting had established that a signal-to-noise ratio of Ϫ15 dB produced approximately 50% correct responses to auditory stimuli presented without any visual speech. This midpoint of the performance scale was chosen to provide appropriate room for revealing effects of display type on the influences exerted by congruent and incongruent visual speech (see, e.g., Jordan & Sergeant, 1998; MacLeod & Summerfield, 1987 , 1990 Middleweerd & Plomp, 1987; Sumby & Pollack, 1954) .
For mouth-movement, frame-movement, and whole-face-movement displays, the face remained static for 2 s before onset of articulation. For no-movement displays, the face remained static throughout. For displays accompanied by an auditory signal (i.e., all stimuli except those in the unimodal visual condition), the onset of the auditory signal was 2 s after visual stimulus onset. All trials lasted 4 s, followed by a 3-s blank, during which participants made their response.
Design. Stimuli were presented in four different, randomly ordered blocks comprising the six stimulus words presented in mouth-movement, frame-movement, whole-face-movement, and no-movement displays. Within the display conditions that included movement (mouth-movement, frame-movement, whole-face-movement), there were equal numbers of unimodal visual, congruent audiovisual, and incongruent audiovisual stimuli.
Procedure. Each participant was seated at a table 1 m in front of the display screen, with her or his head level with the screen and supported on a comfortable chin rest. Participants were instructed to look at the screen and listen throughout the trials and to make their responses by writing the word they heard (with the emphasis in the instructions being on heard) on their response sheet. When presented with unimodal visual speech trials, participants were instructed to write down the word they thought was being articulated. Each tape started with examples of the four display types, shown as practice items, to which participants responded by writing down the word they perceived. Participants were monitored throughout via a closed-circuit TV link to ensure that they watched the screen during all displays.
Results
Responses to no-movement displays produced a mean level of accuracy of 56% correct. Mean percentage accuracy for the identification of unimodal visual speech and the auditory component of congruent and incongruent audiovisual speech across each display type is shown in Figure 1 . A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factor display type conducted on data from the unimodal visual speech condition showed a main effect, F(2, 38) ϭ 89.75, p Ͻ .01. Post hoc tests (Newman-Keuls) revealed that response accuracy was lower for frame-movement displays than for whole-face-and mouth-movement displays ( ps Ͻ .01), for which response accuracy did not differ.
Congruent audiovisual stimuli. A one-way ANOVA with factor display type conducted on data from the congruent audiovisual speech condition showed a main effect, F(2, 38) ϭ 43.22, p Ͻ .01. Newman-Keuls tests revealed that response accuracy for auditory speech was lower for frame-movement displays than for wholeface-and mouth-movement displays ( ps Ͻ .01), for which response accuracy did not differ. Response accuracy for auditory speech in the congruent audiovisual speech condition was compared with that in the no-movement condition. Response accuracy was higher in the congruent condition for each of the three display types (for whole-face and mouth movement, ps Ͻ .01; for frame movement, p Ͻ .05).
Incongruent audiovisual stimuli. A one-way ANOVA with factor display type conducted on data from the incongruent audiovisual speech condition showed a main effect, F(2, 38) ϭ 87.37, p Ͻ .0001. Mirroring results from the unimodal visual and congruent audiovisual speech conditions, frame-movement displays produced higher accuracy of auditory speech identification than whole-face-and mouth-movement displays ( ps Ͻ .01), for which response accuracy did not differ. Response accuracy for auditory speech was compared between incongruent audiovisual and nomovement conditions. Response accuracy was lower in the incongruent audiovisual speech condition than in the no-movement condition for each of the three display types (all ps Ͻ .01).
Discussion
Experiment 1 demonstrated that observing mouth movements alone (in a facial context) is as effective as observing a fully moving face for identification of unimodal visual speech, for improving perception of auditory speech when movements are congruent, and for impairing perception of auditory speech when movements are incongruent. These results are in accordance with previous studies reporting broadly similar speechreading performance for full-face and mouth-only displays (Berger et al., 1971; Marassa & Lansing, 1995; Stone, 1957; cf. Greenberg & Bode, 1968; IJsseldijk, 1992) . The present results are, however, more emphatic because no comparisons of performance across full-face and mouth-only displays approached significance in any presentation condition. The introduction of spurious visual elements and attentional strategies by the use of windows or masking in previous studies may have prevented the full influence of mouth-only displays from being observed. Moreover, the present results demonstrate that observing displays in which only the strictly defined mouth area moves (with no visible movement of the mandible or larynx) is as effective for efficient visual and audiovisual speech perception as fully moving face displays.
Furthermore, although frame-movement displays were less effective than whole-face or mouth-movement displays, they were still highly effective for improving perception of auditory speech when movements were congruent and for impairing perception of auditory speech when movements were incongruent. As we have already pointed out, this may be because the movement of oral articulators is highly correlated with the movement of other parts of the face VatikiotisBateson, Munhall, Hirayama, et al., 1996) . Thus, a considerable amount of visual speech information was available from the talk- ing face even when the mouth was static, indicating that extraoral information may be useful during visual and audiovisual speech perception.
However, it remained to be seen whether the influence of oral movement and the lesser, though highly effective, influence of extraoral movement were inspired by the presence of an intact facial context. Studies of face recognition have demonstrated that the context of a whole face aids identification of an individual feature (see, e.g., Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . Moreover, in the area of visual speech recognition, Rosenblum et al. (2000) demonstrated that a spatially appropriate context (in this case, an upright facial frame) could aid perception of mouth movements. Similarly, in Experiment 1, the presence of features other than those that moved may have aided identification of visual and audiovisual speech because normal spatial relations were intact. For example, in mouth-movement displays, the lower lip moved down relative to the nose and eyes, and in frame-movement displays, the cheeks moved horizontally relative to the edges of the mouth. Conversely, the presence of the mouth in frame-movement displays may not have allowed the full influence of extraoral facial movements to be revealed. Specifically, if observers relied predominantly on mouth movement for the extraction of visual speech information, they may have attended mainly to the mouth for every display in Experiment 1 despite not knowing which parts of the face were going to move.
These possibilities were investigated in Experiment 2 by removing particular features from the displays. Specifically, the mouth, the eye/nose area, or both were removed from frame-movement displays, and the frame, the eye/nose area, or both were removed from mouth-movement displays. Use of these displays promised to reveal whether (a) the presence of a static mouth impeded perception of visual and audiovisual speech from other parts of the face and (b) the presence of extraoral features aided visual and audiovisual speech perception when only the mouth moved. These displays were kept as natural as possible by removing features by texture cloning of facial skin rather than simple occlusion. Specifically, patches of pixels from areas of skin surrounding the relevant features were feathered inward to provide seamless deletion of facial features.
Experiment 2

Method
Participants. Fourteen undergraduates from the University of Nottingham participated in the experiment. All were native speakers of British English, and all had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision and normal hearing. None had participated in Experiment 1.
Stimuli. The stimulus words and original clips were the same as those used in Experiment 1. Eight filtered versions of each clip were generated by using the superclone and clone functions (Commotion Pro, 2001 ). In the frame-movement category, displays were (a) mouth-present, eyes/nosepresent (whole face); (b) mouth-absent, eyes/nose-present; (c) mouthpresent, eyes/nose-absent; and (d) mouth-absent, eyes/nose-absent. In the mouth-movement category, displays had (a) frame-present, eyes/nosepresent; (b) frame-absent, eyes/nose-present; (c) frame-present, eyes/noseabsent; and (d) frame-absent, eyes/nose-absent (see Figure 2) . All other aspects of Experiment 2 were the same as for Experiment 1.
Results
Responses to no-movement displays produced a mean level of accuracy of 52% correct. Mean percentage accuracy for the identification of unimodal visual speech and the auditory component of congruent and incongruent audiovisual speech across each display type is shown in Figure 3 . A one-way ANOVA with factor display type conducted on data from the unimodal visual speech condition showed a main effect, F(7, 91) ϭ 39.6, p Ͻ .01. Post hoc tests (Newman-Keuls) revealed that response accuracy was lower for frame-movement displays than for their mouth-movement counterparts (all ps Ͻ .01). Within the frame-movement category, mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays produced lower accuracy than all other displays ( ps Ͻ .01), and whole-face displays produced lower accuracy than mouth-absent, eyes/nose-absent displays ( p Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, presence of the mouth impeded perception of visual speech in frame-movement displays. However, despite the adverse effects of mouth presence, the additional presence of the eyes and nose improved performance compared with when only the mouth was present. Within the mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for visual speech identification whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
Congruent audiovisual stimuli. A one-way ANOVA with factor display type conducted on data from the congruent audiovisual speech condition showed a main effect, F(7, 91) ϭ 20.47, p Ͻ .01. Post hoc comparisons (Newman-Keuls) across the framemovement and mouth-movement categories revealed that framemovement displays produced lower auditory speech identification accuracy than their mouth-movement counterparts (all ps Ͻ .01) apart from frame-movement mouth-absent, eyes/nose present and mouth-movement frame-absent, eyes/nose-present displays.
Within the frame-movement category, mouth-present, eyes/ nose-absent displays produced lower accuracy than all other displays ( ps Ͻ .01), and whole-face displays produced lower accuracy than mouth-absent, eyes/nose-present displays ( p Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, as with unimodal visual speech displays, the presence of the mouth impeded perception of congruent auditory speech in frame-movement displays, and despite the adverse effects of mouth presence, the additional presence of eyes and nose improved performance compared with when only the mouth was present.
Within the mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across display types. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for congruent auditory speech identification whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
The accuracy with which auditory speech was identified for each display type in the congruent audiovisual condition was compared with that in the no-movement condition. Response accuracy was higher in the congruent condition for all eight display types (all ps Ͻ .01).
Incongruent audiovisual stimuli. A one-way ANOVA with factor display type conducted on data from the incongruent audiovisual speech condition showed a main effect, F(7, 91) ϭ 19.08, p Ͻ .01. Post hoc comparisons (Newman-Keuls) across framemovement and mouth-movement categories revealed that framemovement whole-face displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-movement whole-face displays ( p Ͻ .01) and that framemovement mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-movement mouth-present, eyes/noseabsent displays ( p Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Within the frame-movement category, mouth-present, eyes/noseabsent displays had less effect on auditory perception than all other displays (vs. whole face, p Ͻ .05; vs. all others, ps Ͻ .01), and whole-face displays had less effect on auditory perception than mouth-absent, eyes/nose-present and mouth-absent, eyes/noseabsent displays ( ps Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, as with unimodal visual and congruent audiovisual speech displays, the presence of the mouth in frame-movement displays impeded the influence of incongruent visual speech on auditory perception. In addition, despite the adverse effects of mouth presence, the additional presence of eyes and nose improved performance compared with when just the mouth was present.
Within the mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across display types. Thus, incongruent mouth movements were equally effective for influencing perception of the auditory signal whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
The accuracy with which auditory speech was identified for each display type in the incongruent audiovisual speech condition was compared with that in the no-movement condition. Response accuracy was lower in the incongruent condition for all eight display types (all ps Ͻ .01).
Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1 in that observing mouth movements alone was highly effective for identifying unimodal visual speech, for improving perception of auditory speech when movements were congruent, and for impairing perception of auditory speech when movements were incongruent. Moreover, as in Experiment 1, although frame-movement displays were less effective than mouth-movement displays, they were still highly effective for improving perception of auditory speech when movements were congruent and for impairing perception of auditory speech when movements were incongruent. Effects of the inclusion or deletion of facial features were variable, particularly within frame-movement displays. The least effective frame-movement displays were those in which a mouth was present (the whole-face and the mouth-present, eyes/noseabsent displays). As the results of Experiment 1 have suggested, observers may have attended predominantly to the mouth region (despite being unable to predict which part of the facial display would move) such that when the mouth did not move, information from the facial frame movement was used inefficiently.
In contrast to the effects of mouth presence, presence of eyes and nose in frame-movement displays had a beneficial effect. In displays where the mouth was present, whole-face displays were more effective in all speech conditions than mouth present, eyes/ nose-absent displays. Having the eyes and nose present may have facilitated the efficient detection of extraoral facial speech movement by providing important anchor points by which relative movement (around the cheeks, e.g.) could be perceived.
In contrast to frame-movement displays, feature inclusion or deletion did not alter the substantial influence of mouth-movement displays. That is, regardless of whether a full featural facial context was present, mouth movement alone was sufficient to influence perception of the auditory token. Thus, visual speech perception from mouth movement alone appears to be more resilient to facial context disruption than visual speech perception from extraoral facial movement alone. The importance of facial context for visual and audiovisual speech perception has been addressed by Rosenblum et al. (2000) . In that study, the main aim was to examine the importance of upright facial context rather than intact facial context, but isolated mouth displays were included. Presenting an inverted face is held to disrupt facial context because facial information generally is more difficult to encode when this information is viewed in upside-down faces (see Valentine, 1988 , for a review). One interpretation of this phenomenon is that upside-down faces inspire a piecemeal analysis in which individual features are treated as separate entities. This is in contrast to the holistic analysis of faces when they are upright, where the interrelationship between individual facial features is more easily extracted. As outlined in the introductory section, effects of facial orientation on perception of visual and audiovisual speech have been investigated previously with variable findings. Jordan and Bevan (1997) and Rosenblum et al. (2000; see also Green, 1994; found inversion effects with some consonant-vowel tokens but not with others, and Thomas and Jordan (2002) found no inversion effects using monosyllabic consonant-vowel-consonant words. If, as suggested by the results of Experiment 2 in the present study, mouth-movement information is more resilient to facial context disruption than extraoral facial movement, one may expect that inverting mouth-movement displays would have little or no effect on visual and audiovisual speech perception. Indeed, Rosenblum et al. (2000) found no significant inversion effects with their mouth-only stimuli and suggested that previously observed inversion effects had therefore not been caused by mouth inversion. In Experiment 3, we sought to explore these issues further by including a condition in which the displays used in Experiment 2 were presented upside down. As already stated, mouth-movement displays should not have shown inversion effects, but effects of inverting frame-movement displays were more open to question. First, the findings of Experiment 2 suggested that the presence of eyes and nose had a beneficial effect in frame-movement displays. If the effect was owing to the availability of information about spatial relations, then a more piecemeal approach in which the face was inverted should have diminished this effect. Second, and more broadly, inversion effects may have been observed with framemovement displays because the extraoral areas of the face comprised more than one feature, for example, the jaws and the cheeks. The essential visual speech information extracted from extraoral facial movement may therefore have been more vulnerable to inversion.
Experiment 3
Method
Participants. Sixteen undergraduates from the University of Nottingham participated in the experiment. All were native speakers of British English, and all had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision and normal hearing. None had participated in Experiments 1 or 2.
Stimuli. The eight filtered versions of each clip used in Experiment 2 were used in Experiment 3, with an additional eight versions in which they were inverted. All other aspects of Experiment 3 were the same as those of Experiment 2.
Results
Responses to no-movement displays produced a mean level of accuracy of 59% correct. Mean percentage accuracy for the identification of unimodal visual speech and the auditory component of congruent and incongruent audiovisual speech across each display type is shown in Figure 4 . An ANOVA with factors orientation and display type conducted on data from the unimodal visual speech condition showed a main effect of orientation, F(1, 15) ϭ 38.84, p Ͻ .01 (with higher accuracy in the upright-face condition); a main effect of display type, F(7, 105) ϭ 80.29, p Ͻ .01; and an interaction between orientation and display type, F(7, 105) ϭ 4.81, p Ͻ .01.
Within the upright frame-movement category, mouth-absent, eyes/nose-present displays produced higher accuracy than all other displays ( ps Ͻ .05). Whole-face displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays ( p Ͻ .01), and mouth-absent, eyes/nose-absent displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays (all ps Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, as in Experiment 2, the presence of the mouth impeded perception of unimodal visual speech in frame-movement displays. However, despite the adverse effects of mouth presence, the additional presence of eyes and nose improved performance compared with when only the mouth was present.
Within the upright mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for unimodal speech identification whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
Within the inverted frame-movement category, whole-face displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-absent, eyes/noseabsent displays ( p Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, with inverted faces, the presence of the eyes and nose and the mouth produced better performance than when they were absent.
Within the inverted mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for unimodal visual speech identification whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present. Inversion effects were observed for frame-movement displays where the mouth was absent (all ps Ͻ .01) but not where the mouth was present. That is, relative to upright faces, inverted faces impeded perception of unimodal visual speech for displays in which no mouth was present. However, when the mouth was present, perception of unimodal visual speech from the facial frame was equally accurate for upright and inverted displays. Inversion effects were seen with all mouth-movement displays (all ps Ͻ .01) apart from frame-absent, eyes/nose-present displays.
Congruent audiovisual stimuli. An ANOVA with factors orientation and display type conducted on the data from the congruent audiovisual condition showed no main effect of orientation but a main effect of display, F(7, 105) ϭ 32.73, p Ͻ .01, and an interaction between orientation and display type, F(7, 105) ϭ 5.39, p Ͻ .01.
In the upright frame-movement category, mouth-absent, eyes/ nose-absent and mouth-absent, eyes/nose-present displays produced higher accuracy than whole-face and mouth-present, eyes/ nose-absent displays (all ps Ͻ .01). Whole-face displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays ( p Ͻ .05; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, as in Experiment 2, the presence of the mouth impeded perception of congruent auditory speech in frame-movement displays, and despite the adverse effects of mouth presence, the additional presence of eyes and nose improved accuracy compared with when only the mouth was present.
Within the upright mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for congruent auditory speech identification whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
In the inverted frame-movement category, whole-face displays produced higher accuracy than mouth-absent, eyes/nose-absent and mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays (all ps Ͻ .01; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, with inverted displays, the presence of mouth and of the eyes and nose helped perception of congruent auditory speech in the facial frame.
Within the inverted mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for congruent auditory speech identification whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
Inversion effects were observed for frame-movement displays where the mouth was absent (all ps Ͻ .01) but not where the mouth was present. That is, inversion impeded perception of congruent auditory speech for displays in which no mouth was present. However, when the mouth was present, perception of congruent auditory speech from the facial frame was equally accurate with upright and inverted displays. No inversion effects were observed with any mouth-movement displays.
The accuracy with which auditory speech was identified for each display type in the congruent audiovisual condition was compared with that in the no-movement condition. Response accuracy was higher in the congruent condition for all 16 display types (all ps Ͻ .01).
Incongruent audiovisual stimuli. An ANOVA with factors orientation and display type conducted on the data from the incongruent audiovisual condition showed main effects of orientation, F(1, 15) ϭ 78.75, p Ͻ .01, and display, F(7, 105) ϭ 39.58, p Ͻ .01, and an interaction between orientation and display, F(7, 105) ϭ 16.65, p Ͻ .01.
In the upright frame-movement category, whole-face and mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays had less effect on auditory perception than mouth-absent, eyes/nose-present and mouthabsent, eyes/nose-absent displays (all ps Ͻ .01). In addition, mouth-present, eyes/nose-absent displays had less effect on auditory perception than whole-face displays ( p Ͻ .05; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, the presence of the mouth in frame-movement displays impeded the influence of incongruent visual speech on auditory perception and despite the adverse effects of mouth presence, the additional presence of eyes and nose increased this influence compared with when just the mouth was present.
Within the upright mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for influencing incongruent auditory speech perception whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
In the inverted frame-movement category, mouth-absent, eyes/ nose-absent displays had more effect on perception of auditory speech than all other displays (all ps Ͻ .05; no other comparisons were significant). Thus, with inverted frame-movement displays, the presence of the mouth and of the eyes and nose decreased the influence of incongruent visual speech on perception of the auditory signal.
Within the inverted mouth-movement category, there were no differences in accuracy across displays. Thus, mouth movements were equally effective for influencing incongruent auditory speech perception whether or not the eyes and nose or the facial frame were present.
Inversion effects were observed for all frame-movement displays (all ps Ͻ .01). There were no inversion effects for any mouth-movement display.
The accuracy with which auditory speech was identified for each display type in the incongruent audiovisual condition was compared with that in the no-movement condition. Response accuracy was lower in the incongruent condition for all 16 display types (all ps Ͻ .01).
Discussion
Experiment 3 again demonstrated that mouth-movement displays are highly effective for conveying unimodal visual speech and influencing perception of auditory signals. As with Experiment 1, this effectiveness was seen across all upright displays, irrespective of the presence or absence of the eyes and nose or the facial frame. Moreover, mouth-movement displays were highly effective even when they were inverted, and again, this was irrespective of the presence or absence of contextually appropriate extraoral features. In addition, no inversion effects were observed with congruent or incongruent mouth-movement displays, a similar result to that obtained by Rosenblum et al. (2000) when an isolated inverted mouth was displayed. The only inversion effect to emerge with mouth-movement displays was for unimodal visual speech. However, in contrast to mouth-movement displays, inversion effects were obtained with frame-movement displays, most notably those in which the mouth was absent. We return to these points in the General Discussion.
General Discussion
The main point to emerge from the experiments reported in this study is that the visual manipulations used produced substantive changes in visual and audiovisual speech perception performance. However, before examining these effects more closely, it should be noted that, despite the considerable variations in visible facial movement, visible facial features, and facial orientation that were present across the displays used in the three experiments, visual speech affected perception of auditory speech for every display type. In particular, every congruent audiovisual display improved perception of the auditory signal, and every incongruent audiovisual display disrupted perception of the auditory signal. These results add to the growing picture of an audiovisual speech perception system that is resistant to a range of visual manipulations of the visible content of the talker's face, including variations in color, speaker-observer distance, image size, angle of view, spatial frequencies, and orientation (Jordan & Bevan, 1997; Jordan & Sergeant, 1998 Jordan & Thomas, 2001; Thomas & Jordan, 2002) . Let us now examine the effects of display type that were observed.
Effects of Oral-Movement-Only Displays
Throughout the three experiments reported, the influence of visual speech information provided by a moving mouth in a variety of static contexts on perception of congruent and incongruent auditory speech remained unchanged. This influence of oral movement showed no decline when the moving mouth appeared in a full-facial context, in incomplete-facial contexts, in isolation, and in inverted versions of all these displays. These results add support to previous findings indicating that movement limited to the oral area is an effective conveyor of visual speech (see, e.g., Berger et al., 1971; Greenberg & Bode, 1968; Marassa & Lansing, 1995; Stone, 1957) . Moreover, because of the strictly defined mouth area in our presentations, we can confidently evaluate movement of the mouth itself (i.e., excluding visible mandible or larynx movement) as an important and sufficient conveyor of visual speech.
The salience of the mouth in visual and audiovisual speech perception is further underscored by findings of adverse effects on visual and audiovisual speech perception performance when a mouth is present in visual displays but does not move. However, despite the seemingly overarching importance of mouth movement throughout these experiments, other useful visual speech information was conveyed by extraoral facial movement.
Effects of Extraoral-Movement-Only Displays
As well as confirming the benefit of visually available oral cues in whole-face and mouth-movement displays, identification of unimodal visual speech and the influence of visual speech on congruent and incongruent auditory speech identification did not fail when participants viewed displays in which only the facial frame moved. Indeed, congruent and incongruent audiovisual displays substantially influenced perception of the auditory signal compared with the auditory-only baseline for all articulations, indicating that useful information for audiovisual speech identification is available from the face even when the mouth is static or absent.
As we have pointed out, one reason for this may be the high correlation of the movement of oral articulators with the movement of other parts of the face Vatikiotis-Bateson, Munhall, Hirayama, et al., 1996; Yehia, Kuratate, & Vatikiotis-Bateson, 2002; Yehia et al., 1998) . These correlations between the articulatory movements of different facial components may provide stability for visual speech perception even when mouth movement is absent. However, these cues are less powerful than the oral cues provided in the whole-face and mouth-movement displays used in the present study. Thus, although the effect of extraoral facial movement may have been hidden when the more salient cue of the moving mouth was available (i.e., in whole-face and mouth-movement displays), its influence may have been particularly important when this salient cue was unavailable. Natural, extended exposure to the typical patterns of facial movements that accompany speech sounds may lead to high levels of familiarity with the patterns of movement that occur across the face, to the point where identification of visual and audiovisual speech from incomplete images is readily achieved. Even if some parts of the face are more influential than other parts (e.g., mouth compared with cheeks), this familiarity may help activate representations for visual and audiovisual speech when mouth-movement information is unavailable.
Effects of Facial Context
The findings of the present study suggest that the extraoral patterns of movement accompanying speech production are more dependent on facial context than patterns of movement of the mouth itself. This would appear to be the case in terms of maintaining an intact facial context (Experiments 2 and 3) and maintaining an upright facial context (Experiment 3). The two are, of course, related in that the presence of a particular feature (e.g., the eyes and nose) helps to anchor perception of the other parts of the face (e.g., cheeks), and such spatial relations are even more readily available in an upright facial context. The ready perception of spatially appropriate and upright facial context may be especially important in encoding extraoral, rather than oral, facial movement.
In a recent study using event-related potentials, Wijers, Van Besouw, and Mulder (2002) found no evidence that an original face context aided the selection process of a relevant mouth feature. They asked observers to attend selectively to one of two possible mouth shapes. These mouths were presented either in isolation, embedded in the original faces, or in an incongruent facial context. Despite finding no evidence that facial context aided the detection of mouth shape, Wijers et al. did obtain evidence that the brain could detect an incongruent face context and that this detection occurred early in processing (180 ms). The implication from this study is that the configural information provided by face context had no apparent consequence for the selective processing of mouth shape. However, early detection of configural relations may aid the processing of less independent facial features, such as the jaw and cheeks. Indeed, the results of Experiment 3 in the present study implicate the detection of appropriate facial spatial relations in processing visual speech from extraoral facial movement in particular.
Effects of Inversion
The only inversion effect to emerge with mouth-movement displays was for unimodal visual speech. Thus, the mouth-movement information needed to enhance congruent auditory speech perception or disrupt incongruent auditory speech perception was less sensitive to the spatial orientation of the mouth than the information needed to identify visual mouth movements alone. Previous studies have reported different patterns of performance accuracy from unimodal visual speech and audiovisual speech displays (see, e.g., Jordan & Thomas, 2001) , and the identifiability of unimodal visual speech has proven to be an unreliable indicator of the influence of mouth movements on auditory speech perception (see, e.g., Jordan & Bevan, 1997; Jordan & Thomas, 2001) . Following the arguments of Jordan and Thomas (2001) , one source of the observed stability in inverted audiovisual speech displays may be the ecologically appropriate nature of explicitly identifying the auditory component of audiovisual speech (Aiello, 1991; Laver & Hutcheson, 1972) . Representations for visual speech may be derived implicitly from natural exposure to audiovisual speech. Explicit access to these representations for identification of unimodal visual speech may be difficult, whereas implicit access may be automatic and based on richer use of visual cues in audiovisual speech conditions (see, e.g., Roberts & MacLeod, 1995a , 1995b . Therefore, although the more subtle cues to visual speech identity may be difficult to process consciously, these cues may be readily available for processing unconsciously the visual component of audiovisual stimuli. Thus, fluent access to representations for visual speech in audiovisual speech conditions may underlie the similar levels of identification accuracy observed for mouthmovement audiovisual speech stimuli across all displays in Experiment 3, but the explicit identification of unimodal visual speech suffered by inversion.
No inversion effects were observed for congruent and incongruent audiovisual displays in which only the mouth moved. This result fits into a growing body of research (e.g., Jordan & Bevan, 1997; Rosenblum et al., 2000; Thomas & Jordan, 2002) indicating that sufficient information about the identity of mouth movements can be provided by basic cues such as overall mouth shape or the nature and timing of articulatory restrictions that are not degraded by changes in facial orientation. In contrast, displays in which only extraoral facial movement occurred were sensitive to orientation, most notably those in which the mouth was absent.
Two questions arise. First, why should inversion effects obtain with frame-movement displays and not with mouth-movement displays? Second, why should the presence of the mouth reduce these inversion effects? As suggested previously, the identification of visual speech from extraoral parts of the face in upright faces may be more dependent on detecting spatial relations than identification of visual speech from the mouth. The extraoral areas of the face are made up of different elements such as the jaws and cheeks. These elements may be encoded in a piecemeal fashion when the face is inverted, and this loss of spatial-relational information may impede efficient use of some important information supporting detection of visual speech. When the mouth is treated in a piecemeal fashion, then, because it represents a more unified single element of the face than extraoral areas, it remains invulnerable to inversion, at least when seen in isolation or in a spatially appropriate facial context (see also Rosenblum et al., 2000) . Maintaining an upright (rather than just spatially appropriate) facial context may therefore be more important for encoding visual speech from extraoral facial areas than from the mouth alone. On a related note, the movement of the inverted mouth may be more easily encoded than the relatively less obvious movement of other parts of the face. For example, bilabial separation may be so salient a cue as to overcome the reversed movement direction of the lower lip when the face is inverted (see also Jordan & Bevan, 1997) . Reversed movement direction of other facial elements may be more difficult to overcome, especially when useful anchor points like the eyes and nose and the mouth are not present. Indeed, the reduction in inversion effects when the mouth was present in frame-movement displays may reflect the beneficial effect of the presence of static features in inverted displays. Thus, even though facial elements may be encoded in a piecemeal fashion in inverted displays, the presence of anchor points in the image may help to preserve information about the spatial relations that would be present in a normal, upright face.
The finding that inversion effects were seen only when framemovement displays were presented suggests that previously reported inversion effects for visual and audiovisual speech perception owe more to extraoral rather than oral facial information. Indeed, this finding resonates well with the suggestion by Rosenblum et al. (2000) that facial context, and not the mouth itself, is the cause of inversion effects in visual speech perception.
This sensitivity of frame-movement displays to orientation was seen particularly with the extraoral movement information needed to disrupt incongruent auditory speech perception, which was more sensitive to orientation than the information needed to identify unimodal visual speech or enhance perception of a congruent auditory signal. Specifically, inversion effects were obtained in all incongruent frame-movement displays, whereas they obtained only with unimodal visual and congruent audiovisual speech in frame-movement displays where the mouth was absent. Thus, although perception of extraoral visual speech from inverted displays is possible (especially when the visual anchor point of the mouth is present), disruption of incongruent auditory speech may involve a more demanding analysis of the visual input. Following the arguments presented by Jordan and Bevan (1997; see also Jordan & Thomas, 2001) , established links between representations for the auditory and visual components of an utterance may assist in the perception of congruent auditory speech even when visual stimulus is inverted. However, when an auditory stimulus is presented with an incongruent visual stimulus, illusory auditory percepts may occur only when sufficient visual information can be encoded to inhibit the activation generated by the auditory signal and also to generate activation in representations that are consistent with the visual information and with the activation created by the auditory signal. Thus, maintaining an upright facial context may be particularly important for the influence of incongruent extraoral visual speech on auditory speech perception to be manifest.
Facial Context for Visual Speech Perception and Other Face-Processing Tasks
The relative importance of facial features in audiovisual speech perception is emerging as being quite different from those involved in other facial analyses, such as recognition of identity or emotion. Early research in face recognition focused on the input role of features, such as the eyes, nose, mouth, and hairline. A hierarchy of featural importance became apparent in which the eyes and forehead are more important than the mouth and nose (Davies, Ellis, & Shepherd, 1978; Haig, 1985 Haig, , 1986 Matthews, 1978; McKelvie, 1976 ; see also Althoff & Cohen, 1999) . In contrast to the apparently unimportant role played by the mouth in face recognition, the present study confirms that the mouth is an extremely important (and indeed sufficient) conveyor of visual and audiovisual speech information. Other features, such as the eyes and nose, are important in providing anchor points for the encoding of extraoral facial movements but do not ameliorate the accurate processing of visual and audiovisual speech information relative to mouth movements alone. Of course, the encoding of visual speech from a talking face does not necessitate recognition of the face, and the relative importance of facial input may be quite different (Jordan & Bevan, 1997; Jordan & Thomas, 2001 ). Indeed, traditional models of face and visual speech perception have considered the functions separate (see, e.g., Bruce & Young, 1986) . More recently however, evidence has been emerging that blurs the distinction between face perception and visual speech perception. For example, de Gelder, Vroomen, and Van der Heide (1991) found a correlation between face identification and speechreading performance (see also Schweinberger & Soukup, 1998; Walker, Bruce, & O'Malley, 1995) . More recently, Yakel, Rosenblum, and Fortier (2000) found that observers could speechread sentences more efficiently from single-speaker versus multiple-speaker presentations. Rosenblum et al. (2000) suggested that one basis for the emerging relationship between visual speech and face perception is that both processes use upright facial information. We can extend this idea on the basis of the current results and suggest that a more basic facial context, defined by the appropriate positioning of facial features such as the eyes and nose (whether upright or inverted), can provide a useful spatial framework to aid the extraction of visual speech from talking faces.
